
POSITION OVERVIEW
The Marketing Manager is a strategic pursuit specialist, an excellent communicator and writer, and a creative thinker 
who is keen to grow our business in Western Canada. Reporting to the firm’s Principals, the successful candidate will 
lead our pursuit process and manage multiple concurrent marketing initiatives.

RESPONSIBILITIES 
• Lead and manage general marketing activities and resources, including company website and social media 

channels
• Source, analyze and track potential opportunities in KMBR’s marketplaces 
• Lead the creation and production proposal and award submissions
• Working with the Principals, lead the creation and production of material for presentations and proposal 

interviews 
• Organize photoshoots 

REQUIREMENTS 
We foster a workplace that’s inclusive and diverse. The right candidate will have: 

• At least 3 years experience as a Marketing Manager with an architectural, engineering, or construction firm 
• A Bachelors degree in Marketing, Journalism, Communications or a related field
• A demonstrated understanding of KMBR’s market sectors and of client relations
• Extensive experience in proposal preparation and management: highly skilled in content structure and 

graphic layout 
• A high level of proficiency with Adobe Creative Cloud applications (InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat)   

and Microsoft Office
• Excellent writing, editing, and researching skills 
• A high degree of attention to detail (accuracy, proofreading, spelling, grammar, consistency) 
• Excellent organizational skills and experience handling multiple priorities and competing deadlines   

simultaneously
• The ability to work independently with minimal supervision as well as within team environments
• The ability to work with ease in a dynamic, fast-paced workplace and be comfortable coordinating and   

motivating multiple contributors, many of whom are senior management 
• Working knowledge of HTML, WordPress, and SEO; social media literate specifically in B2B channels
• Desire to network, source new work opportunities, and develop new client relationships is an asset
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KMBR is a boutique firm of 25+ individuals who believe strongly in the value of public and community architecture.  
We pride ourselves on supporting the long-term aspirations of our employees and creating a fun, collaborative 
workplace. From our office in the heart of Gastown, we provide employees with a competitive salary and benefit 
plan, flex time, professional development benefit, numerous company-paid social functions, and you can also bring 
your dog.

Permanent, Full Time

Marketing Manager

To apply, please email a cover letter and your resume in PDF format to careers@kmbr.com. Your application will 
be carefully reviewed in confidence. Only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 

KMBR prefers direct candidates rather than via recruiters


